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Let T be an automorphism of the nonatomic Lebesgue space 
(X, Z, p). Let 2 = Z(Z) be the space of all Z-measurable partitions 
of X possessing finite entropy in which two partitions are identified 
if they coincide modulo 0. For 01, fl E 2, Rohlin defined the distance 
d(ar, fl) = H(a ] fi) + H(p ] a). Then (2, d) is a complete metric space 
and h(T, a): 2 + [0, ~0) is a uniformly continuous function, Since 2 
is not naturally endowed with the structure of a linear space, one cannot 
properly define the notion of a derivative of h. The purpose of this 
note is to prove, using a recent result of Ornstein, a differentiation 
type property of h. 
For definitions and properties of entropy see [4] or [5]. If E is a 
partition of X, we let tT and &-’ denote the (possibly uncountable) 
partitions V_“, Tit and V7: T”[, respectively. 
DEFINITION. Given 01, /3 E 2, let 
Qb B) = 
I h(T, 4 - W, RI 
4% 18) * 
We will say that a partition 01 E Z possesses property D if, given any 
c E [0, 11, there exists a sequence of partitions /?$ E 2 for which 
Q(o1,pJ --t c and d(o1, pi) + 0. 
THEOREM. 1. Let T be an ergodic automorphism having positive 
entropy and suppose 0 < h(T, CX) < h(T). Then 01 possesses property D. 
2. If T is mixing and h( T, 01) = 0, then 01 possesses property D. 
The proof follows from a sequence of lemmas. The first, due to 
Ornstein (Lemma 5’ of [3]), was proven with the hypothesis that T 
be mixing. Using several minor modifications it can be shown that 
ergodicity of T is sufficient. 
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LEMMA 1. Let T be an ergodic automorphism of X having positive 
entropy. Let ,!? be a finite partition of X having jointly independent orbit 
Tip, - co < i < co. Given 0 < k < h(T) - H(p), there exists a finite 
partition A, also having jointly independent orbit T9, such that XT and /3’ 
are independent and H(h) = k. 
LEMMA 2. If h( T, 01 v /3) = h(T, a) + h( T, /?) and h < aT, w < /lT, 
where 01, 8, A, w E 2, then h( T, X v w) = h( T, A) + h( T, w). 
Proof. We may assume that w < B (by replacing, if necessary, 
/3 by fl v w). Given E > 0, there exists an integer N such that 
H(a”) + H(P) - H(Q v B”) < YE whenever n > N. 
Hence H(cu”) - H(ol” j w”) < H(@) - H(@ 1 /P) < nE for all n > N, 
and so h( T, a v W) = h( T, a) + h( T, w). Repeat this argument once 
more to obtain the lemma. 
LEMMA 3. If h(T, avfi)=h(T,(11)+h(T,fl),oland/3~Z,andnis 
a positive integer, then h( T”, 01 v ,f3) = h( Tn, a) + h( T”, 8). 
Proof. If h is any partition, let hn denote V,” TQ. Since (01” v /3n)T” = 
(a v /3)T, we have 
h(T”, a” v 8”) = nh(T, a v p) = n(h( T, a) + h( T, /3)) = h( T”, CP) + h( T”, B”). 
Since 01 < an, /3 < /I”, Lemma 2 implies that 
h(T”, o! v p) = h(T”, CL) + h(T”, #6). 
LEMMA 4. If h(T, av/3) = h(T,ol)+h(T,/3), (II and FEZ, and fi 
generates a Bernoulli factor, then aT and /3’ are independent. 
Proof. Since h( T, /3) = h( T, p) whenever flT = pT, we can assume 
that /3 has jointly independent orbit, Tip (-CO < i < 00). Applying 
Lemma 6.3 of [4], we have 
Wn, an--1 v /P-l) = h(T”, an--l) + H(~n-l~(a”-l)r v (,F)-‘) 
= h(T”, an-l) + H(/3’+llolT v ,8-T). 
Noting that h( T, c?+l v ,P-‘) = h( T, cP1) + h( T, /3%-l) and applying 
Lemma 3, we obtain h(Tm, am-1 v p”-l) = h( Tn, c?+l) + h( T”, /3”-l). 
Hence h( Tn, /3”-l) = H(~“-~]oI~ v /l-‘). Since the orbit of /3+l under 
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Tn is jointly independent, HQP-l) = H(pn-l 1 (11~ v /3-r), and so fin-l 
is independent of OL= for any n and the proof of the lemma is complete. 
LEMMA 5. Let n(T) denote the Pin&r kernel of T, and suppose 
j3 E .Z generates a Bernoulli factor. Then v(T) and j?’ are independent. 
Proof. Suppose 01 < 7~( T) has finite entropy, H(a). From 
h(T, B) < h(T, 0~ v B) d h(T, 4 + W”, B) = WY B), 
we have h( T, (Y v /I) = h( T, 01) + h( T, 8). Applying Lemma 4 we 
achieve the desired result. 
LEMMA 6. If (X, T) is a Bernoulli shift, then N = (5: h( T, 5) = h(T)} 
is nowhere dense. 
Proof. Since h( T, .) is continuous on 2, N is closed. Given ,$ E N 
and E > 0, choose a finite partition p which generates the full a-algebra 
and has jointly independent orbit T$!3, -co < i < a. 
There exist a positive integer m and a partition # such that d(t, #) < 42 
and 4 < Vlif, Tf/3. By perturbing ,9 slightly, one can find a sequence of 
partitions /3i + /I such th t a each & has K atoms and H(/?,) < H(p) 
for all i. Now d(Vym Tj& , VTm T$bl) < (2m + 1) d(/3,, p). As a con- 
sequence we can select a sequence of partitions & < VIIf,,, Tjpd such that 
& ---t #. In particular, there exists a K for which d(lcIK , #) < 42. 
Observe that 
NT, +3 < h T ,  i W 
( --m 4 
= NT, 83 < JWK) < H(P) = h(T). 
Since d(& , 5) < d(t,bK , #) + d(#, 5) < E, we obtain our result. 
Proof of Theorem. 1. First assume 0 < c < 1. Applying Sinai’s 
theorem we can choose a partition /3 < OL= which generates a Bernoulli 
shift of entropy h( T, a). L emma 1 allows us to select a sequence ~j of 
finite partitions such that for each j the orbit T”hj , - 00 < i < CO, 
is jointly independent, H(h) < l/j, and AjT is independent of j3r. 
Hence h( T, hi v /I) = h( T, Aj) + h( T, fl). This implies that 
V, 4 v 4 < JO”, 4) + W’, 4 
= h(T, A,) + h(T, j3) = h(T, Xj v /3) < h(T, A, v a). 
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We have h( T, Ai v a) = h( T, Ai) + h( T, a). Since Aj generates a Bernoulli 
factor, Lemma 4 implies that hjT is independent of aT. Let r be the 
a-subalgebra of Z generated by atoms of the orbit of p. Since (X, F, I”) 
is also a Lebesgue space, we know that Z(r) is path-connected. Consider 
the function H(* 1 a): Z(r) + R. Since H(v 1 a) = 0, where v denotes 
the trivial partition, and H&P 1 a) t co as n increases, we can select a 
sequence of partitions z& E Z(r) such that 
fwi I 4 = + H(hj). 
Let Kj = Ai v #j v 01. Then 
d(Kj , a) = H(Aj v #j I a) = H(hj I ycj v a) + H(IjGj / CL) = H(hj) + + Jw,) 
= ; H(hj) + 0 as i-co. 
Observe that 
In case c = 0, just choose a sequence of nontrivial partitions (Y~ < & 
such that H(olJ .J 0. Let Ki = 01 v 01~. Then Q(K4, a) = 0 and 
d(Ki , a) -+ 0. 
2. If r(T) + v and T is mixing, then r(T) is nonatomic. 
Thus, at least in the case c = 0, one can repeat the same argument 
as in part 1. 
Suppose 1 > c > 0 and 01 E r(T). If we replace Z(r) by Z(r(T)), the 
argument of part 1 is applicable. 
COROLLARY. If (X, T) is a Bernoulli shift, then there does not exist 
an open set U of Z on which h(T, -) assumes a constant value. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 6 and the 
theorem. 
Note added in proof. Lemma 4 is actually a special case of a result due to Berg [l]. 
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